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Briefly Administrators
frustrated with
Inside
hiring standstill
USG update:

USG discussed its current
budget deficit at last night's
meeting. See page three.

Gargoyles and creatures in BG?:
The unique architecture
of the Wood County Courthouse has an intersting history. See page five.

Campus
Eat your Wheaties:

A sports nutrition workshop will be given at 7:30
p.m. today in room 202 Memorial Hall. Jane Meyers,
from the Dairy Nutritional
Council and the American
College of Sports Medicine,
will provide information
about proper nutrition during training and performance.

Scholarship offered:

The Lucas-Wood Counties
Chapter of the American
Diabetes Association is
granting a $1,000 scholarship to the University.
Students with diabetes and
in financial need are eligible. For information contact
the Office of Financial Aid
and Student Employment.

State
Sink or swim:
TOLEDO (AP)Workers continued Monday
to clean up the Municipal
Court building, which was
heavily damaged by a
faulty sprinkler. The building was closed indefinitely.
A sprinkler on the building's third floor burst late
Saturday night, spewing
thousands of gallons of
water on the floors below.
The problem went undetected for nearly four hours.
Damage was estimated at
$200,000.

Charges dropped:

CINCINNATI(AP) —
Drug charges were dropped
against four girls, aged 11 to
12, because tests showed
that crack cocaine allegedly
in their possession was fake.
Hamilton County Assistant Prosecutor Karla
Grady said laboratory tests
done just before the hearing
showed the substances were
not illegal drugs. Police said
the girls believed they did
have crack.

by J.J.Thompson
adminislration reporter
University administrators are
frustrated.
Since the hiring freeze was enacted last fall due to the possibility of state funding cuts, many
administrators P
have taken on i
an additional
workload to
make up for va-1
cant positions
in their departments.
"It is not true
we are getting
by just fine,
said Dr. Joshua Kaplan
Kaplan, Administration Staff
Council chairperson. "There is a
price and a sacrifice."
Ensuring administrative departments are fully staffed once
again will be a high priority for
the Administrative Staff Council
this year, Kaplan said.
"We are going to try to make
sure the administration is aware
of our concerns," he said. "Full
staffing needs to be restored once
financial difficulties are over."
Health Services Pharmacy Coordinator Cindy Puffer said the hiring freeze has been a hardship.
Many Health Services employees
have increased workloads and vital positions remain vacant in the
department.
"It is frustrating because there
is an increased workload
throughout the entire Health Services department and you know
you can't ask for help," she said.

Puffer, who also is the Welfare
Committee chairperson for Administrative Staff Council, said
she has heard other administrators express similar frustrations.
"As a member of Administrative Staff Council, I hear a lot of
complaints," she said.
Administrators understand the
hiring freeze was unavoidable,
Kaplan said, but they want to
make sure the vacant positions
are eventually filled.
"We do not want to be taken
advantage of in times of financial
stability simply because we were
willing to cooperate in times of financial difficulty," he said.
"We're determined to make sure
it doesn't happen," he said.
According to Kaplan, several
administrators are working 50
hours a week when they were
hired to work about 40. Some jobs
require more than a 40-hour work
week, but the administrators
knew this when they were hired
and are compensated for it.
Those who work extra hours
now when they were hired for a 40
hour week are often not compensated.
In contrast, Kaplan said classified staff and faculty are compensated for extra work hours.
Classified staff receive time and
a half and faculty are compensated for heavy course loads.
"For administrative staff there
is no such provision," he said.
Although the administrative
staff manual states administrators should be allowed flex time
— which allows them a flexible
D See FREEZE, page five.

University student, age 22,
dies Friday of heart failure
April Sue Jones, a 22-yearold senior sports fitness
major, died Friday in Blanchard Valley Hospital, Findlay.
Jones, who lived in Rawson, Oh. with Doug Kuenzli
and her one-year-old son
Nathan Kuenzli, died of heart
failure. She had been diagnosed with heart problems
several years earlier.
In Bowling Green, she was
assistant manager at the
Bowling Green Racquet Club.
She had previously coached
volleyball at Van Buren High
School.
"Its a tough thing to talk
about," said Thad Long, a facilities manager at the Student Recreation Center who
supervised Jones for two
years. "She was a vibrant,
enthusiastic individual. She
wasn't someone who would
come to work with her head
down or bring in her problems."

Jodi Laubis, an SRC office
manager, worked with Jones
while she was pregnant and
unable to perform other duties. Laubis said Jones was
easy to work with.
"She was never rude to
anyone; she just went out of
her way to make people feel
welcome," Laubis said.
Jones talked about coaching high school after graduating from the University, and
took a lot of pride in coaching
the Van Buren team.
"She wanted to be involved
with kids," she said.
She was buried Monday in
St. Paul Lutheran Cemetery
in Jenera, Oh. after services
at the St. Paul Lutheran
church.
Jones was born April 18,
1989 in Findlay to Paul W. and
Susan Kay (Loy I Jones. She
attended Cory Rawson High
School in Hancock County,
where she was captain of her
basketball team.

His new 'hat' dripping flour, Delta Tau Delta member H.T. Williams rides the fourth leg of the Kappa
Sigma/Alpha Xi Delta Trike Races Sunday. Proceeds from the event will be donated to the American Lung Association. Alpha Chi Omega sorority and Sigma Chi fraternity won the races.

Bush addresses racism
by Terence Hunt
The Associated Press
UNITED NATIONS (AP) —
President Bush told the United
Nations on Monday "we cannot
compromise" on demands that
Iraq destroy its nuclear weapons
capability. He also urged the
world body to disavow its stand
that Zionism is a form of racism.
Bush set no deadline for Saddam Hussein to unconditionally
submit to inspection and destruction of his most dangerous

Lottery picks:
Here are the Ohio Lottery
drawing selections made
Monday night:
Pick 3 Numbers: 0-9-1
Pick 4 Numbers: 8-9-1-5
Cards: K (king) of Hearts
Q i queen I of Clubs
A (ace) of Diamonds
Q (queen) of Spades
The Super Lotto jackpot is
$4 million.

□ See BUSH, page five.

USG reporter

Chance of showers:

»<

and at the same time challenge
Israel's right to exist.
"By repealing this resolution
unconditionally,' he said, "the
United Nations will enhance its
credibility and serve the cause of
peace."
"It's very encouraging to hear
the president did it,' said Yossi
Ahimeir, a top aid to Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir.
The State Department's assistant secretary for international
organizations, John Bolton, told

byKlrkPaveUch

Weather

compiled from local and
wire reports

weapons or face renewed military force. The president did say
the U.N. should keep economic
sanctions clamped on Iraq as
long as Saddam remains in control.
He took a strong stance on the
1975 Zionism resolution, a major
source of mistrust between Israel
and the U.N.
"To equate Zionism with racism is to reject Israel itself,"
Bush said in his speech to the
General Assembly of representatives from 166 nations. "This
body cannot claim to seek peace

Drive to register
voters nears end

Lot ten

Tuesday, increasing cloudiness with a chance of rain.
High near 60. Winds from
the east at 10 to 15 mph.
Chance of rain 50 percent.
Tuesday night, occasional
rain. Low in the mid 40s.
Chance of rain 80 percent.
Wednesday, cloudy with a
slight chance of rain. High
in the upper 50s. Chance of
rain 30 percent.
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Flour Power
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Trying to reach their 10,000 voter registration goal, S.T.E.A.M. table volunteers (1 to r) Susi Costellini,
sophomore, senior Mark Kenney and sophomore Heather McKinley help Kris Brancher, senior, (far left)
fill out her voter registration card in the Union Monday afternoon. Voter registration will continue daily
from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. until Friday.

Undergraduate Student Government's "Campus Coalition" will
turn up the heat the next two weeks in an all-out effort to register
voters.
The drive, which has already registered more than 2,000 voters, will
make their big push Sept. 23-27 in a variety of scheduled table registrations at various buildings on campus.
According to Scott Ziance, one of the co-coordinators of the coalition, USG will have tables set up in the Union Oval all week while the
College Republicans will have a similar arrangement in the Union
Foyer. Students can register to vote at either of these places from 11
a.m. to 5 p.m.
Ziance said a key to the success of the week will depend on the students having plenty of opportunities to register. With tables set up at
many convenient locations on campus, he said registration should be
easy.
"We will also have tables set up in the education building and the
Math Science Building," he said. Also if approved, we will have them
in the [Jerome] Library and the Student Recreation Center. This
week is the big week."
Ziance said there will be another type of voter registration event
Sept. 25.
SICSIC, Falcon cheerleaders, Freddy and Frieda Falcon and various University athletes will be on hand in the Union Oval to encourage students to register.
College Republicans President Dwayne Sattler said his organiza□ See VOTERS, page four.
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Exercise your rights and
vote in Wood County
It's just a guess, but we bet you are
sicfe of hearing the worn pleas to
register to vote.
We've said it before and we will say it
again: people smart enough to go to
college ana dumb enough not to vote
don't deserve an America as good as
they have it.
So this message is for those who have
already registered, but outside of Bowling Green:
We'd like to see you vote here in
Wood County.
''But I'm from (Dayton/Cleveland/Detroit/Columbus,
etc.)," you say, "I'm not spending my
life here."
Most students will not. But who in
America spends their entire life in one
location? Moving around is a fact of life
in today's America, especially for college graduates.
And because college-age citizens are
among the most transient Americans,
their voice is often lost in American
government. (It doesn't help that University administrators choose to ignore
the student code to keep students from
registering others in the residence
halls).
Because of this, The News will
periodically print a voter registration
form in our pages. Just fill it out and
mail it to the Wood County Board of
Elections: One Courthouse Square,
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402.
But hurry. The board of elections
must receive it by Oct. 5. It's easy. It's
legal. And it's important.
Think about it. Bowling Green is your
city — you will live here at least four
years. We know its a cliche, but voting
in November will''make a difference."
Not voting in Bowling Green parallels volunteering to live your college
days under a dictatorship, benevolent
or otherwise.
Clearly, more equitable control over
local government will ease tensions between town and gown. And, clearly,
students have no control over their
localgovernment:
■There are no students on city council or in the mayor's office. This is zero
percent student representation.

FACT: Four students are running for
local office, including one for mayor.
And any of them can win. Mayor Edwin
Miller took office with about 3,000
votes, and greek officials have said
they will register 2,000 students on their
own.
■There is only one student, as required by law, among 57 representatives on 10 city commissions and
boards, which decide issues like zoning
and housing. This is 1.4 percent student
representation.
FACT: There are no students on the
zoning board which would rule on a
request to build a greek village on the
site of the old Heinz Plant. But there are
seven permanent residents there —
and permanent residents have been
most vocal in opposing such a plan.
■There are four students on a
30-member citizens committee to decide emergency service issues — including a request by the police divison
to increase its staffing by 50 percent, or
14 police officers. This is 13 percent
student representation.
FACT: Four students are four more
than the city's elite would have selected before last year's march on the
police station sparked by violations of
students' constitutional rights. But it is
a slap in the face of this town's student
majority, a majority which bears the
brunt of arrests made here, like drinking beer and "disorderly conduct."
This is why this year's election is so
important. It is not about who votes for
whom. It is about student empowerment. It is about registering in Bowling
Green...and voting. Because even if the
establishment candidates win, a strong
turnout will grab their ear much more
than a lot of yelling and screaming outside the police department ever did.
Adapted from an editorial in the
Sept. 18,1990 issue of The BG News.
* * *
Don't forget that if you registered in
Bowling Green and have moved, you
still have to register again at your new
Bowling Green address. The form in
today's paper may be used for this.

Idlers to I he Kditor

Barrett not funny;
he's just offensive
The BG News:
In a psychology class recently,
I was given the assignment of
finding an article which exhibited
sexism in language. Sadly
enough, I had to look no further
than The BG News to find such an
article.
At first, I read the article because the headline caught my eye
("When the moon hits your
eye..." The BG News, September
11). And, in the second paragraph
when Mr. (Connell) Barrett referred to "the opposite gender," I
was impressed with the equal
representation of the sexes.
However, he was not able to finish the sentence without reverting back to strictly male references such as "emotional groin of
blind, adoring love" and "testicles of endearing affection."
Moreover, when answering the
question, "How do I know who is
right for me?" he gives a very
clear explanation of how "men
choose their life-long mates" as if
women are just passive creatures
in this scenario. Where have you
been all your life? A cave? In
case you didn't know, women do
have a say in this matter.

And if all this weren't enough,
he proceeds to insult homosexuals as well. "Unfortunately, you
also become much more attractive to the same sex which, if
you're not careful, can lead to
some really gross stuff, which I
won't get into here." What were
you thinking? It is rather rude to
publicly declare homosexual
practices "gross stuff." I personally am not a homosexual, but I
can say with relative certainty
that they wouldn't find heterosexual practices too pleasing
either. Even so, they don't feel
that they have to share these
opinions with the rest of campus.
And, if you would, please fill me
in Mr. Barrett — wnen did ugliness become a determining factor in deciding who should have to
pay for the date? Is there a certain definition of ugliness of
which we should be made aware?
Just out of curiosity, when was
the last time you were mistaken
for Mel Gibson? Maybe you
should take a long look at yourself
before you start judging others.
Furthermore, tie states that the
only virgins in the world are
priests and really ugly third
graders (there's that ugly thing
again). Does he mention nuns
here? No. Does he mention those
)le, both male and female,
are virgins by choice, older

Correction
In the Friday, September 20th issue of The BG News, it was incorrectly stated that Reach Out, the University organization to help the
homeless, was started by area churches and the Homeless Task Force
and that the group assisted Martha's Kitchen. Martha's Kitchen was
actually started by Reach Out and is supported by area churches and
the Homeless Task Force.

than third grade, or are so for
other reasons than appearance?
Again, the answer is no.
And Mr. Barrett, if you think
that people respond to your articles and letters to the editor because they can't take a joke, you
are sadly mistaken. People generally like jokes. That is, of
course, if they're funny, and from
what I've seen so far, yours are
not.
Michelle Merkle
Liberal Studies

Democrat Party: I'll be back
Ahh-nold meets Kennedy in the near, dear future
They embraced, passionately
taking each other into their arms
and expressing a need that can
only be communicated with the
eyes. For hours, they 'walked
that long road,' snaring the pleasures of being alive and young,
having really hot and pointless
sex, boinking like rabid chimpanzees — by the fireplace, across
the rug, in the bathtub and in
front ofthe hippo.
HECTOR HIPPO: Alright, you
can stop now, I think we have
their attention. Last week, when
we left off at the Clarence Thomas hearings, Joe Biden was
ranting incoherently, Orrin
Hatch was ranting incoherently,
Howard Metzenbaum stalked off
to shoot Justice Rehnquist and
Ted Kennedy was trying desperately to find his pants. Meanwhile, Clarence himself just returned from the men's room with
an odd look in his eyes. But why?
Oh, but watch, and all shall seem
clear, grasshopper.
CLARENCE (adjusting his fly,
and speaking with an Austrian
accent): Thank you for excusing
me. I need to clear up some confusions. I am not a threat. I have
no beliefs. I completely agree
with your total agenda and platform. You may now confirm me.
BIDEN: Urn, hen, we appreciate your enthusiasm, but that's
not possible. I'm sure you of all
people understand the necessity
for proceedGAPTHTHPTH...
And the committee chairperson's speech was abruptly cut
short as the left arem of "Clarence Thomas" metamorphosed
into an 8-foot metallic spike and
plunged through Biden s head,
while the rest of the "nominee"
melted through barricades and
randomly killed bystanders.
And there was a rather large
headline in TTie Washington
Post the next day:
"CLARENCE CLONE TERMINATES NOMINEE - The
corpse of former Supreme Court
nominee Clarence Thomas was
found 'terminated' in a lavatory
yesterday afternoon, half an hour
after an apparent clone attempted unsuccessfully to coerce the

A« of the contents of the compleHd registration lorm w* be
duplicated lor the permanent voter reg»r«non Me
Name (Last)

■LEASE PreSfT

Senate into confirming him. According to local experts, the cyborg was allegedly sent from the
future by the Democrats in 1992
as a last ditch, etc...and so on..."
(Image on blackboard cuts to a
New York skyscraper, with the
words '1992 Democratic Headquarters, October 27, 1992,' followed by a quick cut to interior
room filled with candidates.)
KERREY: Gentlemen, this is
mad. We have only 10 days until
the election, and still not one of us
has been able to win the support
of our party yet! Enough of this
procrastination! Will all of you
just drop the hell out?
HARKIN: Well, how can we
possibly expect victory or even

M'KE
MARTONE

dignity when Bush is making
campaign speeches like THIS!
BUSH (on video): I bombed
Saddam Hussein! I bombed Saddam Hussein! (Mad, ecstatic
cheering)
ANONYMOUS HECKLER IN
AUDIENCE: But what about the
economy?
BUSH: I bombed Saddam Hussein! I kicked his ass! Democrats
suck! (Crowd goes wild. CIA
marksman plugs the heckler.
Crowd goes wild.)
ANOTHER HECKLER IN THE
AUDIENCE: But what does a
war victory have to anything
other than self esteem for an intangible nation? Our lives are
crap! What are you going to do to
save the...
AUDIENCE (in unison, and in
three part harmony): But we
don't WANT to be saved! We're
happy and prosperous because
Mike Martone is a columnist
our president tells us we are! for the News, and he owes Frank
George Bush is our shepherd, we Esposito 50 bucks.
Authorized by Secretary of State SHERROD BROWN 1984

(Fir*)

(Middle /Initial)

nwimnce (Home) Addrew (Number and Street)

Additional Rural
or Mailing Addn
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shall not want! Baaaa! Baaaaaa!
JERRY BROWN: Gentlemen,
if you would just listen to my
plan, I think that you'll agree that
it's our only rational option. Step
number one: dig up John F. Kennedy, the only popular Democrat
in the past thirty years, and rig
him up with one of those Chuck-ECheeze robotic devices. I've
already arranged for assistance
from the Democratic Leadership
Council, Henson Puppeteering
Productions, Mary Kay Cosmetics and the folks at Dr. Scholl.
Step number two: having won the
presidency, the only branch of
government we will fail to control
will be the Supreme Court. Unfortunately, we won't have an opportunity to nominate somebody for
probably 30 years, leaving us
with the only option of going back
in time and killing them before
they are nominated.
WILDER: Jerry, you're insane.
JERRY: Thank you! To accomplish this, through a time
Krtal I shall send the device I've
en working on for the past 10
years, the reason I've been out of
the public eye so much - gentlemen, I present to you the JJ-2000,
capable of assuming any form or
ideology, the world's first cyborg
with a liquid metal tongue!
A metallic Jesse Jackson apEears and rhymes in a violent,
ut politically incorrect, fashion.
It's amusing, though.
MARIO CUOMO: My boy, I
knew you'd be of use to us someday!
Mario was then rudely killed as
a blue globe appeared from nowhere, vaporizing him immediately. Forty million New Yorkers cheered. A muscle-bound
figure emerged from the globe
and opened fire, killing everybody in the room.
A shadowy figure stepped
out. The entire room was bathed
in the eerie glow emulating from
Kevin Coughlin's teeth. And then
the film stopped.
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Senators debate New fridge may
new USG budget make life easier
by Kirk Pavelich
USG reporter

The structure of this year's
budget proposal came under fire
at Undergraduate Student
Government's meeting Monday.
Several USG members voiced
concerns about the amount of
money spent on public relations.
USG's contract with The BG
News now calls for a $6,100 allocation. Senator Dave Gagner
questioned whether USG was actually getting its money's worth
in the deal.
"What other formats can we
use to advertise (USG) then an
organization that charges $6,100
to put in big ads that really aren't
drawing the numbers," he asked.
"We spend an arm and a leg on
that paper and we should actually
be getting our money's worth out
of it."
Gagner said he believes USG
needs to cut back on this expenditure and transfer some of the
money to a "buffer account"
listed in the proposal.
Money in the buffer account is
set aside for future use at the discretion of the General Assembly.
The current buffer account contains $946.44.
"(USG treasurer] Eric
[Giesecke] made some leeway
with the buffer fund but it would
be a lot safer for (USG ] to cut out
a lot of The BG News contract
money and make a little bit more
of a buffer," Gagner said. "We
don't need that money spent on
something that doesn't do us any
good."
The proposal divides USG's
spending into seven primary
budget areas. In addition to Public Relations, they include: Administrative; Academic Affairs;

Internal Affairs; Multi-Cultural
Affairs; National, State and
Community Affairs; and Student
Welfare.
Senator Jason Jackson said he
believes the proposal should be
investigated further before a
final decision is made on the merits of it.
"It's my personal belief that
the senators should look into
this," he said. "In my opinion we
should make {the budget proposal) more detailed."
USG Budget Administrator
Greg DeCrane said the current
budget deficit is $1,225.41. This
figure resulted from expenditures from last year that weren't
discovered until after July 1, the
end of the fiscal year.
Based on the current proposal,
total projected expenses for the
year would be about $29,500 for
the eight areas plus the deficit.
Income from the yearly ACGFA
fee allocation is slated to be
$29,100 while a check from the
city of Bowling Green will cover
the final $400.
After deliberation, the General
Assembly voted unanimously to
send the proposal to the Budget
Finance Committee before a final
decision is made on it. The issue
will once again be at the top of the
agenda come next week's meeting.
In other General Assembly
business, cabinet nominee Kristle
Bledsoe was confirmed as the
Multi-Cultural Affairs coordinator by a vote of 31 in favor
and one opposed. Also, senator
Jason Jackson was confirmed as
the chief legislative officer. The
position serves as a liaison between President Mike Sears, Vice
President Rob Routzahn and the
General Assembly.

by Eileen McNamara
contributing reporter

Pending University approval, next year's students
might be able to have their
cake — and nuke it too.
University students may be
able to use a new appliance
called a Microfridge — a
compact refrigerator, freezer
and microwave oven all in
one unit.
The current restriction
prohibiting microwave ovens
in residence halls stems from
the high amount of power
they use, according to Bill
I .inning, director of Residential Services.
When used in combination
with other appliances, including refrigerators, televisions
and hair dryers, use of a
microwave oven could cause
an electrical overload, Lanningsaid.
"Some of the [residence
halls], like Kohl, Founders
and Rodgers, couldn't handle
that amount of power," Lanning said.
Microfridge offers a solution to the possibility of overload. When the microwave on
Microfridge is used, the refrigerator and freezer are automatically — and temporarily — shut off so the amount of
electricity used is kept at a
safe level. When the microwave shuts off, the refrigerator
and freezer automatically

turn back on.
The whole unit only uses
one electrical outlet.
The current cost of Microfridge is about $300, but the
cost will most likely be
lowered if a great quantity
are sold or ordered, harming
said.
If the University approves
the appliance, it will be up to
local merchants and distributors to sell or rent Microfridge"I can't see the University
getting involved with all the
shipping and handling," Lanning said.
Area distributors said they
are enthusiastic about Microfridge.
"I'd definitely buy about
600 of them," said Jim Rood,
owner of J.T.'s Space Savers,
531 Ridge St. "Without a
doubt."
Microfridge has been approved for use in residence
halls at other colleges, including Miami University and
Wright State University. The
appliance is now being used
on a trial basis at the University of Toledo.
A committee has been
formed from various departments of the University
to determine if Microfridge
will be permitted in campus
residence halls during tall
1992.

The BG Nrm/Stephanle Lewii
The Microfridge's main benefit is the way it saves energy. When
the microwave is in use, the refrigerator shuts off.

REMINDER: The BG News IS recyclable

FALL SPORTS POCKET SCHEDULES AVAILABLE i MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE,

Last 4
Days
Seniors
for your pre-appointed senior
portrait session. Carl Wolf Studio is
shooting senior portraits on a
pre-appointed basis through Friday
only. You should have received in
the mail your presechuled date for
your session. Simply be at The KEY,
28 West Hall on that date, between
10 a.m. and 6 p.m.; closed noon to
1 for lunch.
If you missed your pre-appointed date or didn't receive it in the mall,
come to The KEY between now and Friday, we'll fit you in
Any questions? Call 372-8086

Tour 65 campuses
in 3 hours
at the MBA Forums.
Imagine a place with faculty and admissions and financial aid officers from more than 65
graduate management schools. It's the MBA Forums.
Come explore entrance requirements, courses of study, financial aid. and the GMAT. Take
in one-hour workshops on admissions and careers. Stop by workshops on executive MBA
programs and doctoral programs.
Pick up The Official Guide for GMAT Review, The Official Guide :<> MBA Programs, and
The Official Software for GMAT Review — at special prices.
The Forums are held Friday and Saturday. Daily admission fee of $5 includes all activities
and is payable at the door.

1991 Regional MBA Forums Schedule
School Exhibits: Friday 2:00-8:00 and Saturday 10:00-4:00
City
Cincinnati

Address
Cincinnati Convention Center
525 Elm Street

Dates
October 4-5

Detroit

Westln Hotel
Renaissance Center

November 15-16

Area schools represented include:
Akron
Cleveland State
Miami
Kent
Xavler

Bowling Green
Ohio University
Toledo
Kentucky
Northern Kentucky

John Carroll
Ohio State
Dayton
Indiana
Notre Dame

Case Western Reserve
Cincinnati
Wright State
Purdue

And many other universities throughout the country
For further Information contact: Graduate Sudies In Business 369 BA 372-2488
GMAC National Director of MBA Fonims. PO Bo» 6106, Princeton. NJ 08541-6106
SOO-537-7982 (in New )«-*>. 609-24.1-8»75l

[MBt\
The only forums sponsored by Graduate Management Admission Council

~
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Professor tries to Guest speaker discusses slavery
Mental abuse of Native Americans often overlooked, says teacher
recreate wetlands
"Scholarships are few and far between and

by Greg Watson
health and environment reporter

A University professor is
working with nine local agencies to recreate a wetland
ecosystem in Toledo.
Gary Silverman, director of
environmental health, said
the project will enable him
and other agencies to use the
wetlands as an educational
tool, research field, wildlife
area and "pleasant place,"
Silverman said.
•
"The educational opportunities (provided by the wetlands ] will not be just for universities, but education at all
levels," Silverman said.
"Kids can come by, do some
research and see what wetlands are like."
The selected area is in
Toledo, near the Whitehouse
and Waterville areas, Silverman said, and construction has already begun.
The area was originally a
wetland area but was later
turned into farming land, Silverman said.
"My prime interest is to see
how wetlands can help improve agriculture," Silverman said.
Silverman said he wants to
study how agriculture affects
the physical and biological
aspects of wetlands, plus how
pollutants can be removed
easier.
The area was traditionally
a wetland area, but was later
turned into farming land, Silverman said, then the

government supplied money
to keep the area as a wetland
for research.
He also wants to study the
effects of agricultural drainage to wetland areas, Silverman said.
"Drainage is a real big
[wetland) problem nationally," Silverman said.
While some farming practices do affect wetland areas
negatively, Silverman said it
is difficult to change farming
practices because "we do not
want to mess with their way
of life."
Another major wetland
problem is reducing and removing pollutants, Silverman
said.
The Environmental Protection Agency's Clean Water
Act has eliminated point
source pollutants — pollutants put directly in the water
source from factories or
waste water plants — from
wetland areas, but there has
been no elimination of nonpoint source pollutants such
as litter, Silverman said.
Eliminating non-point source
pollutants is more difficult,
Silverman said, because the
pollutants are diffused and
the source of pollution is difficult to find many times.
Silverman said he has previous experience in building a
wetland area. He helped form
such an area in San Fransisco
to study wetland effects of
urban runoff — such as oil,
grease and heavy metals.

by Andrea C. Tanner
contributing reporter

Though Native American
Month is not yet a nationally
celebrated holiday, University
students have chosen September
to commemorate the culture and
contributions of the American Indian.
As part of that celebration, the
Popular Culture Department and
Office of Multicultural Affairs cosponsored a presentation last
week, "The American Indian Experience in American Slavery,"
featuring guest speaker Jamie
Oxendine.
Oxendine, a member of the
Lumbee tribe of North Carolina,
earned a Master of Music degree
from the University in 1990 and
currently teaches in Toledo.
"There's a big part of history
that's been left out ... our
slavery," he said. "In September

our own schools is not some wonderful thing, it's a result of the
fact that we couldn't go to white
that's usually the only way for a young
schools," he said.
"Scholarships are few and far
American Indian to get a quality education
between and that's usually the
only
for a young American
... We're locked into our reservations...a type Indianwayto get
a quality education
of slavery."
... We're locked into our reservations...a type of slavery."
—Jamie Oxendine, member of Lumbee Indian
Even so, Oxendine said American Indians are among the most
tribe
patriotic of U.S. citizens "because it has been [American Inof 1614, English settlers enslaved
Made to feel that the religions dians' ) country for a long time."
half the population of Plymouth, specific to their culture were
As his speech drew to a close,
sold them and sent them to wrong, American Indians were
Spain."
not allowed to practice any native Oxendine qualified the reasons
religion
until
1978,
Oxendine
said.
for
his willingness to address the
More than physical slavery
however, Oxendine said Ameri"All the missionaries said topic of American Indians and
can Indians have also suffered 'We've got to take these heathen slavery.
bondage of another type — men- savages and convert them to
"I want you to understand ...
Christianity.' That's a type of Instead of feeling guilty, do sometal.
thing ... Tell your friends that you
"You probably thought I was slavery," Oxendine said.
going to talk about chains,"
"To learn my culture, I had to learned something about Amerixendine said. "There's more go to a special school... an Amer- can culture that you didn't
ican Indian school. That we have know," he said.
than one type of slavery."

Students adopt healthy lifestyle
CINCINNATI (AP) — Students
taking part in an experiment in
wellness at the University of Cincinnati have agreed to stay away
from tobacco, alcohol and illegal
drugs.
About 45 freshmen and sophomores in Daniels Hall will be
shown how to eat and exercise
properly.
Mindy Piles, program coordinator of campus wellness, said
she thinks adopting a healthy

lifestyle can be fun and beneficial.
"I think too many people associate being healthy with not
having fun,' she said.
She plans to test the students
and track their health, grades
and retention levels. At the end of
the year, she will compare the
wellness students with other UC
students to see if there is some
connection between being sound
of body and of mind.

VOTERS
Continued from page one.

Discover Kinko's.
You get more than
just great copies.

^

If you're looking for one convenient place to serve
your business copy and communication needs,
discover Kinko's. You'll find everything
you need to keep you looking
great. Including:
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tion will strive to make the week-long push the most successful period
of the campaign.
"This is basically going to be our big push," he said. "We're hoping
to get at least 3,000 people [registered] in this week alone."
The deadline to register for the November elections is Oct. 7. Sattler
said the end of the drive will be marked by the visitation of Secretary
of State Bob Tart on Oct. 3. Tart will be on campus from 2 to 5 p.m.
"We're sort of officially but not officially ending our drive on that
day," Sattler said. "The reason is because [Taft] is here and he deals
directly with voter registration."
Sattler said the official grand total of all students registered will be
revealed on that day. USG*s goal is to register at least 10,000 students.

Tired of Being a Face in
the Crowd?

Quality black & white copies
Full color copies
Full color transparencies
Free pick up and delivery
Binding and finishing
In-store computer rental
Desktop publishing
Open 7 days

Check out

Winthrop Terrace
Apts
and be someone
Special!

27o* Copies'

Call

352-9135

Come into the Kinko's listed and receive 2'/,' copies
with this coupon. Slngle-slded 8m x 11" black and
white copies on 20 lb. white bond. Must be auto-fed.
One coupon per customer. Not valid with any other offer.
Good through October 18. 1991
Open 7 Days
354-3977
115 Railroad St.

kinko's
the copy center

tious meals.
One of the students who signed
up was Lisa Wienczkowski, 18, an
incoming freshman from Jenison, Mich. She said she had no
delusions that she would never
cram for a test into the early
morning or eat a hamburger.

At summer orientation, 32
women and 14 men volunteered
for the study. Since the activities
of all volunteers cannot be monitored, Ms. Piles hopes the group
atmosphere creates peer pressure to adhere to the agreement.
Workshops will help students
learn time and stress management and conflict resolution.
They also will be taught how to
pick the healthiest food at the
cafeteria and how to cook nutri-

But she hopes the wellness program counteracts any slips and
prevents weight gain common
among first-year students.

Miami U honors
its Indian heritage
CINCINNATI (AP) — Miami
University has created a scholarship program for members of
the Indian tribe that gave the
school its name.
The Miami Heritage Award
will cover tuition, plus any out-ofstate surcharge, said university
spokesperson Richard Little.
Tuition this year is about $3,700
for Ohio residents and about
$4,000 for out-of-state students.
"We think it's wonderful,"
Chief Floyd Leonard said in a
telephone interview from Miami,
Okla. "Our heritage is back
there."
The university is in Oxford,
about 30 miles northwest of Cincinnati.
The Miamis lived in southwestern Ohio until the federal
government moved them to an
klahoma reservation in 1846.
Some members of the tribe broke
away and moved to Indiana. Today, about 1,500 people are in the
Miami Tribe of Oklahoma, Leonard said.
Three Miami Indians, including
a graduate student, are attending
Miami this year, Little said.
The university probably will award four or five scholarships
each year, Little said. The scholarship could be renewed for four
years as long as the student were
to maintain good grades, he said.
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Where con I sign up for the
(Jijf^f) Conoe Trip September 27-29?

The board of trustees still must
approve the scholarships and is
expected to do so, he said.
The university also owes its
athletic nickname, the Redskins,
and its athletic symbol, Chief
Miami, to the Miami tribe.
Freshman Scott Burkybile, 18,
a Miami Indian who has a scholarship to Miami, said a formal tuition program may diffuse the occasional protests by students who
think the nickname is racist.
"Redskins means a people that
has endured through the ages —
and they're still here," said Burkybile, an English and journalism major from Springfield, Mo.
"You can tell them by the color of
their skin, and that's something
to be proud of."
The tribe has given Miami
permission to continue using the
Redskin name, said Burkybile's
mother, Sharon, who is a liaison
between the tribe and the university. Mrs. Burkybile crafted the
traditional Indian dress that
Chief Miami wears.
"We feel like the university
represents everything that we
are," she said in a telephone
interview from her Springfield,
Mo., office. "We feel like there
are more issues that need to be
addressed ... such as drugs, alcohol, poverty, lack of education."

HPR-PEG
Colorado Ski Week
Jan 4-12
Organizational Meeting

In the Uoo office, 3rd floor Union, of course!
$49 covers transportation, trip and tents!
Float down the Rusable
River in beautiful Mio, Ml.
Spend one night on the river.
Hurry ond sign up noai or coll
372-2543 for info.

8:00pm
Thursday, September 26 u
Capital room of the
Union
For More Information
Call 372-8249
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WE CARRY A COMPLETE

FREE 8oz CAN
of houseplant fertilizer
with the purchase
of any 8" or larger
potted plant

SELECTION OF:
Fall Hours:
M - F 8-6
Sat 8-4
Sun 12-4

353-8381

"Located at the
end of S. College"
906 Napoleon Rd

•
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•
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Potting soils
Fertilizers
Houseplants
Cut flowers
Floral arrangements
Cards
Plastic pots
Clay pots

<^

Valid thru Sept 30
coupon must be
presented

Bring in this
coupon and
get $2.oo off
a 6" hanging
tropical plant
I Valid ihru Sept 30. 1991
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"NW OHIO'S MOST COMPLETE FLORICUTURAL SHOPPING EXPERIENCE"
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Courthouse serves as mirror of life
Decor symbolizes city's past attitude
toward farming, commerce, justice
by Julie Potter
courl reporter

If the walls of the Wood County
Courthouse could talk, a great
deal could be learned about the
justice system and the history of
Wood County.
Wood County Common Pleas
Court Judge Gale Williamson is a
scholar on the architecture of the
courthouse. He has collected a
great deal of information over the
years about how the courthouse
was built and the meanings of the
many symbols in the architecture.
The cornerstone to the building
was laid on July 4, 1894, and the
architect was H.H. Richardson, a
well-known architect of the time
from Dayton, Williamson said.
"There was a lot of dispute at
that time over whether the
courthouse should even be built,"
he said. "People debated it for a
long time."
The courthouse took four years
to complete and cost $255,000 to
build, including furnishings and
landscaping. The architectural
style used is modified Romanesque, Williamson said.
There is a great deal of symbolism in the sandstone carvings on
the exterior of the courthouse,
Williamson said.
For instance, there are griffins,
a mythological creature, at the
entrance to guard it, he said.
Also at the entrance are alligator-type creatures chewing on
their tails. The symbolism of
these creatures is that they are
looked upon as evil, and evil feeds
upon itself. Crime is also evil, and

"There was a lot of dispute at that time over
whether the courthouse should even be built.
People debated it for a long time."
— Wood County Common Pleas Court Judge Gale
Williamson
crime feeds upon itself, Williamson said.
"These creatures are also
caught in mesh, which symbolizes law and order," he added.
On the east exterior wall of the
courthouse is a carving with
three figures.
The central figure stands for
justice, and is flanked on either
side by figures representing agriculture and commerce.
"The thing I find most interesting is that justice is resting a
hand gently on the shoulder of
agriculture, but has a fist on
commerce," Williamson said.
The reason for this is that in the
late 1800s, although there was an
oil boom in the town, residents
did not look very kindly upon the
impending commerce that came
with the oil, and wished to
preserve the agriculture, he said.
The carving is on the east wall
to warn people coming to the west
that they had better watch themselves if they were coming to
town with the intent of bringing
commerce with them, he added.
Also on the east wall are a
number of turtles, which were
considered symbols of good luck
in the 1800s.
The symbols on the west exterior wall have a slightly different
meaning.

A simple pattern of three circles exists on the west wall, but
the circles are made up of one
continuous line.
"The endless circles mean law
and order are going to last forever," Williamson said. "This
was a symbol to people coming
back from the west so they could
see law and order were here to
stay."
A number of winged gargoyles
grace the exterior of the courthouse. These gargoyles represent
the good that is supposed to occur
within the courthouse, Williamson said.
In contrast, there is a gargoyle
without wings above the entrance
of the old jail.
"This one was more of a troublemaker," Williamson said.
' "That is why he is on the jail."
Once the residents solved their
initial disputes about whether the
courthouse should even have
been built, they were anxious to
do things right, Williamson said.
"They really went all out," he
said. "Since this was an oil town,
they had money to spend and they
wanted to have the best of everything."
The floor tiles inside the
courthouse were imported from
Italy, as was the marble the steps
are constructed from.

Campaign data released

Taft says increased regulations on spending necessary

COLUMBUS,Ohio (AP) -Secretary of State Bob Taft on Monday released the most detailed
report of its kind from his office
on the sharp growth in campaign
spending statewide.
Taft said the summary of data
from last year's elections showed
the need for reform of campaign
finance laws.
The report listed contributions
and expenditures by statewide
and legislative candidates as well
as political action committees.
A copy was sent to Sen. Robert
Cupp, R-Lima, chairperson of a
Senate committee considering reform legislation.
The 41-page booklet shows
spending in races for the governor's office alone went from
$7.9 million in 1982 to $16 million
in 1990.
"I feel it documents the dramatic escalation of campaign
spending which forces candidates

BUSH

$374,578.
Seven of the top 10 PACs were
labor organizations. The other
three were organized by realtors,
doctors and trial lawyers. Of the
top 100 PACs, labor was outnumbered by business, professional
or other groups by a ratio of about
3-1.
There are no limits on campaign contributions or spending.
Taft told Cupp a reform bill
should require disclosure of the
names of a contributor's eraClover. Taft also proposed cenalized filing in his office of legislative reports, which now are sent
to county election boards.
Maureen Brown, spokesperson
for Taft, said similar reports had
been published by previous secretaries of state, but the information was not as extensive as the
latest summary.

:

: i Continued from page one.
reporters, "We think we have a
majority in favor of repeal."
On Iraq, some advisers had
urged Bush to set a deadline after
which American warplanes
would be used to accompany U.N.
inspectors on helicopter flights in
Iraq.
USG

to tow the line and seek out and
rely on special interest monies to
a greater extent than before,"
Taft said in a letter to Cupp.
Many of the figures in the
summary were in news accounts
of finance reports filed with the
secretary of state.
The new summary, however,
also showed that 32 candidates
for state Senate seats last year
spent a combined $2.5 million,
while 196 candidates for the
House spent $6.8 million.
In addition, the report said political action committees spent
$21.4 million in 1990, and listed
spending by the top 100 organizations.
The Ohio AFL-CIO led the list
with spending of $1.2 million in
1990, followed by the United Auto
Workers at $712,595. The Ohio
Education Association PAC was
third at $413,490, followed by the
Ohio Association of Realtors with

USG

Bush reworked his speech at
Camp David over the weekend
and tinkered with the section on
Iraq before leaving the White
House on Monday — as Iraqi soldiers were detaining U.N. inspectors who were trying to take
nuclear-weapons documents
from a building in Baghdad.
"We're not going to do anything

USG USG USG

USG

USG

USG

USG USG USG

USG

As a USG Volunteer

FREEZE
I Continued from page one.
work schedule — Kaplan said this
does not help.
"That presumes the work load
is redistributed instead of increased," he said. "If you're
there all day, it's pretty hard to
be flexible."
Kaplan said a position for an
assistant director of personnel
has been vacant for two years
and administrators are worried it
is a sign other positions will also
remain open in the future.
"There is concern that logic
will be put into other areas," tie
said.
John Moore, personnel services
director, said the position has not
been filled yet because an ASC
committee needs to determine if
there are enough duties for a fulltime position.

"The process is being worked
on as we talk about it."
Lester Barber, executive assistant to the president, said although he sympathizes with the
administrator's situation, it is
unavoidable due to the state budget cuts.
"One has to have a lot of sympathy for individuals who get
caught in these binds," he said.
"I understand completely, it's
very frustrating but necessary."
Despite the administration's
concerns, Kaplan said this does
not mean administrators do not
understand the budget situation
or want to help.
"The administrative staff do
consider themselves a part of the
University and we are willing to
Sitch in, realizing the difficulty of
te current budget situation, he
said.

TONIGHT
9:15 PM
^i MILETI ALUMNI CENTER^
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BE A PART OF THE
ORAGANIZATION THAT
SPONSORS: SENIOR SEND
OFF. SENIOR APPRECIATION
DAYS. THE OUTSTANDING
SENIOR AWARD, AND THE
SENIOR NEWSLETTER.
QUESTIONS?
CONTACT ALUMNI OFFICE
372-3701
ALL SENIORS. JUNIORS AND
SOPHOMORES ARE WELCOME1
NET CLASS OF 1992.
DON'T MISS OUTI

Armed with her MONEY CENTER
secret identification number, Iris felt
a certain stnse of smug superiority,

USG

_
Whenever you need money for pizza, books, or anything
else, you can get it day or night at OC MONEY CENTER machines
all over northwest Ohio. Just use your OC MONEY CARD. It's safe,
secure, and free with any 0C student checking or savings account.
Come see us. You'll feel superior, too.
,,
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Many of the doorknobs inside county, renovations on the to the County Office Building,
was about $3 million.
the courthouse were made espe- courthouse began in 1979.
The Wood County Courthouse is
cially for Wood County, WilliamAnother courtroom was added
son said.
and a number of deteriorating included in the National Register
of
Historic Places.
Baintings were restored, Wilamson said.
The strike plates on the doorkThe total cost of the restonobs bear the emblem of a "W"
ration, including furnishings and SENIOR PROGRAMMING BOARD
intertwined with a "C."
Because of the growth of the the relocation of the law library
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING

Bush also used his visit for a
marathon of diplomatic meetings
at his suite at trie Waldorf Astoria
Hotel.

Call Mike Sears for info

USG

The mythological griffin is one of the many sandstone carvings on the outside architecture of the Wood
County Courthouse. The griffins were placed there to guard the entrance way into the building.

before we understand the facts,"
Bush said after his speech. In
Baghdad, the Iraqis released the
inspectors but kept the documents.
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Sports
ANDRETTI STAYS
AHEAD
ELKHART LAKE, Wis.
(AP) - Michael Andretti
outdueled Al Unser Jr. in
Sunday's Texaco-Havoline
200 for his third consecutive
victory, solidifying his lead
in the overall standings.
Andretti entered the race
with a four-point margin
over Bobby Rahal and increased the margin to 13 at
197-184 with two races remaining.
Andretti edged Unser by
5.76 seconds for his 21st career victory. He averaged
126.205 mph in the 50-lap,
200-mile race to break the
previous track record of
122.803 set by Danny Sullivan in 1989.

by Mimi Ordonio
sports writer

by Matt Ian
sports writer

An 11th place finish might not
be what you want in most Falcon
sports, but in East Lansing this
weekend it was just what the doctor ordered.
The women's golf team finished
11th out of an 18-team field with
an overall score of 956 and scored
better than such noteables as
Western Kentucky and Iowa.
"One of our goals at the end of
last year was to bring down the
team average," coach Greg Nye
said. "That was clearly shown
this weekend.
"Our average per round is
down approximately ten
strokes," Nye said. "That is most
certainly a marked improvement."
"It is our lowest team score for
the year," Junior Sue Balmer
said. "The team is happy with our
performance from this past
weekend."
The top team finisher was
Northern Illinois with 902. Wisconsin finished second with 917
and Ohio State's 929 was good for
third.
"It was the strongest field we
have faced yet," Nye said. "And
we had some fantastic individual
performances."
Jennifer Girdlestone finished in

AGASSI ADVANCES
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP)
— Andre Agassi defeated
Carl-Uwe Steeb 6-2, 6-2, 6-3
on Sunday to give the United
States a 3-2 victory over
Germany in their Davis Cup
semifinal match.
Earlier Sunday, Germany's Michael Stich beat Jim
Courier 6-4, 7-5,6-4 to tie the
natch. In Saturday's doubles match, Germany's Michael Stich and Eric Jelen
defeated David Pate and
Scott Davis 7-6 (7-3), 6-4,6-4.
OLYMPIC TEAM SET
SECAUCAS, N.J. (AP) There were no surprises
when the first 10 members
of the 1992 U.S. Olympic
team were announced Saturday by USA Basketball.
Selected to the team
were: Charles Barkley,
Philadelphia; Larry Bird,
Boston; Patrick Ewing,
New York; Magic Johnson,
Los Angeles Lakers; Michael Jordan, Chicago;
Karl Malone, Utah; Chris
Mullin, Golden State;
Scottie Pippen, Chicago;
David Robinson, San Antonio, and John Stockton,
Utah.
The team will be coached
by Chuck Daly of Detroit
and the rest of the roster —
two players, at least one of
whom will be an amateur —
will be finalized in the
spring.

"Our team dedicated itself over the summer
to a lot of practice. That is where
improvement comes, because once school
starts it is all competition."
—Sue Balmer, junior
a tie for 11th with a 230, which included a 74 on the first 18 holes.
"Jennifer is so consistent,"
Nye said. "She has shot seven
consecutive rounds in the 70's and
I have not had that kind of player
for years."
"Jennifer is playing so well,"
Balmer said. "We've come a long
way together in order to be competing at this level."
And Balmer did keep pace with
Girdlestone as she finished only
four strokes behind Girdlestone
with a 21st place 234 which was
accomplished by three straight
rounds of 78.
"This weekend was Baliner's
best tournament since she has
been here," Nye said. "This performance, in my opinion, puts
Girdlestone and Balmer in the top
25 of the Midwest Region."
"I played well in the begining,
but there sometimes I thought I
would not finish well," Balmer
said. "This was a course were
improving your score was not
easy, so I just took one shot at a

by Alan Robinson
AP sports writer

—

PITTSBURGH — Now that
they've become the first National
league team in 13 years to repeat
as division champion, where do
the Pittsburgh Pirates go from
here?
Ask Barry Bonds, Bobby Bonilla, Andy Van Slyke, Doug
Drabek and the answer is the
same — there's only one place to
go, only one place they'll accept.
The World Series.
Just playing in the playoffs no
longer is enough.
"I watched Cincinnati play
Oakland last year in the World
Series and I said, 'That could

have been us,' " Bonilla said. "I
know I don't want to be watching
on TV this year."
"We've showed everybody we
could repeat, but there's still a lot
undone. Bonds said. "This team
is on a mission. We've got some
unfinished business. A lot of
teams don't get second chances.
Who knows when we'll have the
opportunity again?"
"It's a Triple Crown — division,
playoffs, World Series — and
we've won one leg," manager
Jim Leyland said.
They lost the season series to
both of their potential playoff opponents, Los Angeles (7-5) and
Atlanta (8-4), but general manager Larry Doughty said, "We
feel like we've got the horses to
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Sigma Kappa Proudly Presents Their Spring
1991 Dean's List
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time and kept my focus."
The weather also made playing
difficult. Cold weather and a hard
freeze made play difficult the
first day and a stiff breeze complicated things on the second day.
"Our team dedicated itself over
the summer to a lot of practice,"
Balmer said. "That is where improvement comes, because once
school starts it is all competition."
Other scores were senior Ann
Alexander, 239; junior Amy
Edenfield 254; freshman Jodi
Ricker 256; and junior Gina Vechiarelli 269.
"It was a tough field with a lot
of Big Ten schools participating,"
Balmer said. "But our fourth and
fifth spots did their jobs and now
we ready to contend in the Lady
Northern next week."
"This is an execellent tournament to build on," Nye said. "We
are moving in the right direction
and we are ready for the Lady
Northern next week."

The women's tennis team
will make a move to the top of
the conference standings if it
can handle its injuries and
lack of experience.
After finishing a respectable
fourth last
season,
Penny
Dean's
squad believes they
can chalDean
lenge the
reign of
Miami University. The Redskins have won the MidAmerican Conference tournament ten of the past 11
seasons.
Carla Marshack, a twotime All-MAC selection, was
voted captain by the squad
for the second straight year.
After she recovers from a
stress fracture, Marshack
will continue to play at #1 singles.
"She is the clear cut choice
for n," Dean said. "I'm anxious for her to come back."
Dean is also anxious to see
how senior Cara Whelan will
Blay. Whelan sat out part of
le 1991 season recovering
from an injury. She can now

begin to practice hard. Dean
said, "Her tennis isn't back to
full strength yet, but her body
is. She just has to work on her
game again."
Dean expects Whelan to be
back fully by the middle of
the fall season.
Beginning her second year
at B.G., Dean wants to see
how the older players and
new recruits will work as a
team.
"I know we'll be successful,
but it's going to take a while
to gel and for some people to
get used to playing collegiate
tennis," Dean said
During the summer Dean
had each player working on
skills and conditioning. She
said each member also had to
start working on her own
mental toughness because
"tennis is such a mental
game.
"Two people who worked
extremely hard this summer
are Melissa Seely-Brown and
Ix>ri Wydysh. They both improved their doubles play
tremendously."
Others on the team include
seniors Sarah Emdin and
TIN,-i Pacella, senior transfer
Angel McCabe, and freshmen
Erin Bowbeer, Kassie Hembree, and Karen Miens.
The Falcons travel to Hillsdale College tomorrow and
will host Xavier University on
Friday at 2:30.

Playoffs not enough for Pirates Lang home ys future
remains uncertain
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Women's tennis
Women's golf scores
getting better, says Nye could contend
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win it all."
The trouble is, many of their
horses will be wearing different
colors by next season.
Bonilla almost certainly will be
gone next year, enticed from the
team and town he loves by perhaps the richest free-agent deal
in baseball history. Mike LaValliere could leave, too, and Bonds,
Drabek and John Smiley can
leave in 1992.
That's why if any team has
been structured for one big
stretch run to win the playoffs
and World Series, it's the 1991 Pirates. Disappointed after losing
to the Cincinnati Reds in the
playoffs last year, the Pirates
made a big push toward winning
it all. Right here. Right now.
Rather than trade Bonilla when
they couldn't re-sign him, the Pirates elected to keep him and not
break up the heart of what is one
of the best offenses in baseball.
When their third basemen —
first Jeff King, then John Wehner
— went down with bad backs,
Doughty again mortgaged the future by trading two top pitching
prospects for soon-to-be free
agent Steve Buechele. He did the
same thing last year by dealing
n See PIRATES, page seven.
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by Chuck Melvin
AP sports writer

BEREA, Ohio — Receiver Reggie Langhorne's future with the
Cleveland Browns got no clearer Monday, as coach Bill Belichick declined to explain why Langhorne did not travel with the
team to Sunday's game against the New York Giants.
Langhorne refused to practice last Thursday and asked Belichick to trade nun because he was not getting enough playing
time. A starter since 1986, Langhorne lost his starting job this
season after he missed the first part of training camp in a contract dispute.
Belicluck reportedly declined Langhorne's request for a trade
and then told him he would be one of the Browns' two Inactive
players for the Giants game. Langhorne did not make the trip.
"He just wasn't active for the game," Belichick said Monday.
"I'm not making any predictions or promises on next week. Next
week's next week. We'll see where we are then. WeTl do
whatever we think's best for the team."
The Browns and the rest of the AFC Central Division have a
bye this week. Their next game is at home Oct. 6 against the New
York Jets.
They'll follow a normal practice schedule this week, and Belichick indicated he expected Langhorne at practice as usual.
Langhorne — along with most of the Browns' players — was not
in the locker room during the 30 minutes that it was open to reporters Monday. The players have Tuesday off.
D See BROWNS, page seven.

Open Monday-Friday
4 to 11 pm
Quantum 90 Card
Accepted
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HAVE YOU HEARD

372-6945

WE WORD

Located in the
University Union

COME WITNESS THE TRADITION OF REGGAE MUSIC

linn

B.G.'s PARTY BAR

THE

Next to the Clazel

mno

( CLASSIC ROOTS REGGAE )
Featuring the Daughters of Light

■IIIIIMI
Wednesday
25th
CHRISTOPHER
OTTO
"Nail Young" R«vl«w

nrnn

llllllllll
Thursday
2Sth

E

Friday
27th

Saturday
28th

THE CRUNCH

DON'T BE IN LEFT FIELD

REGISTER TO VOTE
Union Oval
9:00-5:00
M-F

Math Science Foyer
9:00-5:00
Mon-Tues

Union Foyer
11:00-5:00
M-F

* * * Remember to re-register if you * * *
moved within the last year.

Have a voice within the community!
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U.S. hockey improves
in Canada Cup finals
Dateline — Washington:
Hockey has surpassed baseball,
football, and basketball as the
number one sport in the United
States.
BUZZ! There goes the alarm
clock — I must have been
dreaming.
OK, it's a given that in any
mention of the aforementioned
"major" sports in the United
States, hockey is usually listed
last. But as the 22 National
Hockey League teams cut their
training camp rosters in preparation for its 75th season,
hockey seems to be on the
threshold of hooking (no pun intended ) into the minds of Americans, especially since Team
USA's recent advance to the
Canada Cup finals.
Nevertheless, hockey has
been given ample opportunities
in the past to make its own fans,
but has fallen short...
February 22,1980 — The U.S.
Olympic team, made up entirely of college students and
amateurs, captured the gold
with a 4-2 win against Finland. I
distinctly remember that game
because it introduced me to
hockey.
Then again, it introduced millions to hockey. There was no
reason to imagine that a group
of upstart college kids (BG's
Ken Morrow and Mark Wells
included) could possibly pull off
the greatest upset in professional sports. But when the
post-Olympic excitement fizzled, so did America's love affair with hockey.
August 9, 1988 - THE

JEFFMANDEL

1

Between
the pipes

TRADE! Wayne Gretzky was
shipped off to Southern California. But more importantly, so
were his marketing rights.
Suddenly, the second biggest
media center of the nation had a
hockey team. Sure, the Kings
had been around since 1967, but
who knew? Hockey became the
chic thing to do in Tinsletown,
surpassing even the Lakers in
attendance. I think I even saw
Jack Nicholson leaning over the
glass chatting with Rob Blake!
There are many new hockey
fans in L.A., but much to the
dismay of the faithful Kings
fans of the purple and gold
days, the Forum has become
too much of a who's who in
Hollywood and not enough of a
entertainment outlet. What?
Was that just Bruce Springsteen who stepped out from the
locker room? Michael J. Fox
and John Candy can stay, for
they are true hockey fans. Let
the rest of the stars mingle at
Spago's.
It seems like somehow,
somewhere, someone decided
that hockey would have no future as a respected and revered
sport in America. Despite the

Dream Team selected
for summer Olympics

fact that it is the sport for our
neighbors to the north, hockey
is still bringing up the rear in
the minds of many down here.
But the events of this past
week in Canada seemed to show
a glimmer of light at the end of
the tunnel. Led by America's
best in the NHL, Team USA advanced to the Canada Cup finals
against the host team. But what
was billed as a battle between
David and Goliath fell short, as
Goliath stomped David like a
grape.
Despite the fact that the
Americans went home with a
silver medal, it was a major
victory for American hockey.
Former perennial superpowers
like Sweden, and even the Soviets, took notice. And with the
NHL expanding into San Jose
this year, and Tampa the next,
hockey shows no signs of slowing down.
John Ziegler ought to take
note. As NHL president, if he
cannot take advantage of the
rising hockey climate, then the
NHL needs someone else who
can. David Stern took the NBA
from mediocrity to fruition in
less than 15 years. Ziegler's had
his job for 14, and still cannot
come up with a TV contract in
the US. My advice to you John
is to take ESPN's *4 million
offer, get the exposure that only
ESPN can give you (or is willing to), and pray that hockey
catches on like it should.

JeffMandel is a sports writer
for the News and is counting the
days until the NHL's season
opener S.andBG hockey s 31.

byJimLitke
APspons writer

it has power, speed and finesse
in excess. It has sky-walkers,
trash-talkers and ball-hawkers
galore. It has enough flash, dash
and especially cash to join the
first rank of industrialized nations.
In short, the "Dream Team"
that goes to Barcelona next
summer panning for Olympic
gold has something for everyone
— except enough room for that
slip of a guard with the weighty
handle of Isiah Lord Thomas III.
Curious ommission, that.
"If these were the players we
need, fine. I can live with that.
But if this is about that supposed
feud," Westchester St. Joseph
High School Gene Pingatore said,
"then it's silly. Isiah deserves
better."
If Pingatore sounds like Isiah's
high school coach, that's because
he is. And he is not the only person miffed about Thomas' exclusion from what is surely the most
prestigious collection of basketball talent ever assembled. Ten
days before the Olympic team
was formally named, Pistons
general manager Jack McCloskey resigned from the selection
panel because of what he termed
an "inability to convince a
majority of the committee on the
subject."
To be sure, there were a few
other notable salvos fired in "that
supposed feud" between Chicago
Bulls superstar Michael Jordan
and Detroit's Thomas in recent
days. Though Thomas managed

Interestingly, though, it was
Magic Johnson who made a point
of keeping Bird's candidacy at
the same time he said little about
close friend Thomas. Though
Bird had suggested that someone
both younger and healthier might
make a better choice, Johnson
kept applying public pressure.
"Even it he can't play," Magic
said at one juncture, "the world
should see him just sitting there."
That kind of grudging respect
somehow appears to nave eluded
Thomas thus far, at least once he
wanders away from Detroit.
It may be wrapped up with his
role as the emotional center of the
Pistons' ill-fated "Bad Boys"
image, or because, at age 30, he is
still too young and too relentless
an opponent to be cheered on the
road.
Whatever, his chances of getting any sentimental votes nosedived at the end of last season
when he led a Detroit delegation
off the floor without stopping to
shake hands after the Bulls had
eliminated the Pistons in the
Eastern Conference finals. Even
Pingatore conceded, "That might
have been a mistake."

Support your
favorite

FALCON TEAM!

Continued from page six.

Continued from page six.
"I'm sure I'll talk to him," Belichick said. "The 45 people who
were active, I thought gave us the best chance to win the game.
Whether you like the players or the plays ... every week they'll
be the ones that I think give the Cleveland Browns the best
chance to win."
Langhorne had played a crucial role in the Browns' 14-13 win
over the Cincinnati Bengals the previous week, catching four
Easses on the 60-yard drive that set up Matt Stover's last-minute
ield goal. Brian Brennan, who has replaced Langhorne as a
starter, was inactive for that game because of an injury.
Brennan returned to action for the Giants game, which the
Browns lost 13-10. Cleveland's offense generated 145 net yards,
78 through the air and 67 on the ground.
The Browns' defense, meanwhile, lost yet another starter to an
injury, when middle linebacker Mike Johnson hurt his right foot
on the first series of the game. X-rays were inconclusive, and
Johnson was to be examined further at the Cleveland Clinic.
He joins five members of the defensive backfield who have
been sidelined by injuries this year.
Belichick nearly became a casualty himself Sunday. He was
knocked to the ground by Giants receiver Mark Ingram on a
sideline pattern early in the game.
"I asked Mark after he hit me if he was all right. I know it was
like running into a wall," Belichick quipped. "He said he was all
right. I told him he better get treatment on his chest, because I
caught him right below the shoulder pads."
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NEVER
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three young players for Zane
Smith.
In two weeks, only four teams
will be looking to the World Series, but none of the four will be
taking that one big swing — fiscally or emotionally — as the Pirates are.
The Pirates will be either a
team of destiny, one that took the
big gamble and won, or a team of
disappointment, one that didn't
fully realize the potential it posAT-i
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NEVER AGAIN MEETING l
Tues, Sept. 24th
Hey - That's Tonight!
Where: Taft room
3rd floor Union
Time: 9pm
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We need your help. Come & make a difference! 1
Questions: contact Jason at 2-3730
I
NEVER

to make himself sparse as the
official announcement neared, he
did tell a television reporter last
week, "Go ask the other guy
why." And the other guy, irritated by the shadow-boxing, responded Saturday: "If I had
anything to do with the selection, I
would have selected my mother
and my sister.
"I," Jordan added, "didn't
have anything to do with it."
Looking at the four guards on
the team — Jordan, Magic Johnson, Chris Mullin and John Stockton — it's hard to argue that
Thomas deserved a place ahead
of any of them. The cold truth is
that Jordan, Mullin and Stockton
are all better shooters at this
point in their respective careers
— including the all-important
land beyond the three-point arc —
and Johnson and Stockton are
better set-up men.
As it turns out, the most compelling argument for Thomas being included is probably the
choice of Larry Bird at forward.
Like Thomas, Bird is a player the
sum of whose parts never seemed
equal to the whole, but both are
players who undeniably always
found a way to beat you.
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EAT AT
SPOT'S
352-SPOT
125 E. COURT ST.
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO
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Hours

Mon-Thur: 4-9p.m.

8 oz. New York Strip
Steak Dinner
with Potato & Side Dish

Only $5.95
Sundays
Mon - Thurs

12:00 - 2:00pm
11:30 - 1:30pm
4:30 - 7:00pm
Friday
11:30 -1:30pm
Located in the University Union
Quantum 90 card addepied after 4:30 for on-campus students
Quantum 90 card accepted all day for 95 + plan holders

Do9s
3/S1.00

Special Draft Beer Prices
*FridoY: Traditional Munchie Buffet
Monday Night Football1 College^
*
Football: Sat. Noon
104 S. Main St.

353-0988.

HOURS:
M-T11 AM-2 AM
F-S 12 PM - 2:30 AM
Sunday 12PM-1 AM

Philly Original
(or)
Steok Supreme
(or)
Spot's Special
(or)
Spot's Italian
(or)
1 Dozen Chicken Wings
with Hoogie Fries & Soda

only $5.00
Free Delivery

MR. SPOTS

ORIGINRL
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STEAK
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IIOAGIE

SHOP
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PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICES
Campus Reci ultment Calendar fll
For The Weeks ot
October 1 and October 7, i»B1
Scheduling On-Campus
Interview Appointments:
The lust day ol signups lor interviews dunng
the period ol October 1 through October 11.
1991 will be held m me Northeast Commons on
Wednesday. September 25th For registrants
with an Advanced Job Hunters Interview Card
signups begin at 3 00 pm. Icf those with a
First Choice interview Card signups begin at
4 00 pm All registrants must nave a First
Choice Interview Card or Advanced Job Hunter
Card to participate in the first day ot signups
After the first day students and Alumni may
sign-up for interviews from Bam to 5 p m at
the University Placement Services. 360 Student Services Building A Data Sheet MUST be
submitted lor each Interview scheduled al
the time of sign-up.
Cancellation ot Interview Appointment*
Cancellation ol an interview must be reported in
person to the University Placement Services no
later than 5pm one week (7 lull days) before
the interview day Complete a cancellation card
n the Sign-up Room ot the Placement Ottice
Cancellations alter this time will be considered
a no-show You are encouraged to carefully
consider employers before signing up lor inter. Maj
No Show Policy: Failure to appear lor a ached
uled interview or violation ol the cancellation
policy will result >n immediate suspension of
you' sign-up privileges lor the next recruiting
period II you did not honor your scheduled
interview, you are required lo write a letter ol
apology lo Ihe employer tor missing the alterview, bring Ihe letter with an addressed, stamped envelope, and meet with a Placement
Counselor before scheduling any additional
tttervtews Any student who "no-snows" twice
wil be denied interviewing privileges lor the remainder ol Ihe academic year
Notice on Citizenship Requirements: An
asterisk I *) loeowing an organisational name
denotes specific requirements regarding work
status m the United Stales Please review these
requirements carefuly Only those organizations with an asterisk | *) will interview candidates with a student visa Students who do not
meet Ihe work status requirements are encouraged to sign-up on the waring ksl
Spotlight Presentations: Spotlight presentations oiler valuable information about career
paths detailed position reaponsibilrties and organizational philosophy All students scheduling
interviews are strongly encouraged to attend
appropriate Spotlights Please carefuly note
dales, times and locations ol SpotUght presentations, as they may vary For evening Spotlight
presentations held m the Placement Office, enter the Student Services Building using Ihe
second floor, patio entrance Please consult
the calendar lor appropriate dales, times and
tocalions

Additional Placement Services: There are important services available lo you at Ihe University Placement Services Please note thai not al
organizations and companies regularly recruit
on college campuses The list below generally
reflects the high demand areas m the world ol
work Don't become discouraged il your career
field Is not requested To assist you in conducing an assertive job search, the University
Placement Services provides career and
placement counseling, credential services, job
search workshops, professional development
senvnars. career lairs and an alumni Falcon Career Connection The exceient Center lor Career Resources oilers you career and employer
information and current job vacancies m ALL career fields During the Fail Semester the Center
lor Career Resources will be open until B 00
p m Monday through Wednesday Placement
Counselors directly refer registered students to
employers in their desired career fields insure
your access to these services by registering
with the University Placement Services in your
final year at Bowing Green State University
Wednesday. October 2
Honda ol America Manufacturing. Inc
Thursday. October 3
Occidental Chemical Corp.
Monday, October 7
Boy Scouts ot America
Tuesday. October 0
EXP091
Wednesday, October 0
Artesian Industries. Inc
DowElanco
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co
KMart Corporation
Lever Brothers
Metropolitan Lite
The Summit Group. Inc
Thursday, October 10
Applied Materials
Goodyear Tire a Rubber Co
Metropolitan Lile
Friday. October tt
Applied Materials

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
* • BO University Y ■ ■
Come and see what we are all about1
Meetings every Tuesday -110 BA, 9 00pm
Organizational Meeting & Open House
Sept . 26. 9 00pm. Community Suite
For more information contact
Michelle Freshly 352-6725
or
Dave Thompson 372-4130
New members always welcome1
ADDED PLACEMENT WORKSHOPS
interviewing Techniques 2 30~4pm
Job Hunting Techniques 4 30-6pm
September 27. 1991
Community Suite
Sponsored by University Placement Services

m
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&

m

Bowl *N' Greenery

All you Can Eat
11:30 - 2:00
4:00 - 7:00
e
e
e
e

$3.99
$4.50

Soup 'n' Salad
Hot Entrees
Baked Potato w/ Sour Cream
Choice of Beverage

Located in the University Gnion
uanlum 90 card accepled 4-7 only for on campus students j
Quantum 90 card accepted all day for off campus students.

Fatman
|^*A£TT WU&K...KS.TMAM AND ?wx«aiae«
A.CEST £><-««c»-*it«;C> av
A G**JGOr &kcc£>TMOiSJV MixVaOf^.
HOW CO'«-t OJ^
Hcaoe*. soai/ive'

The Criminal Justice Organization will be
having a meeting. Tuesday evening, at 7.30pm
■n Room 112 BA The guest speaker will be
Sieve Cotner. who is a private investigator ALL
MAJORS WELCOME'

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS
IRO Sponsored Forum
"Changing Times in the Soviet Union"
Wednesday. Sept 25. 1991 8 30pm
114 Education
Free and open to everyone1 Relreshments
afterward Regular meetings Wed 8.00pm
114 Ed
ATTENTION ■ BGCTM WANTS YOU
Interested in teaching Math grades K-127
Information meeting lor BGCTM will be held on
Tuesday. September 24. from 9 • 9 45 pnwi
140 Lie Science BWg Join and earn a chance
to win $100 for books and lots ol other lun
prizes. Reduced dues at this meeting • only $5
See you there'
BELIEVE THE HYPE!
JOIN COLLEGE DEMOCRATS
Meeting al 9pm. 116 BA
Mere words can not describe how
vitally important it is thai you and
all your friends attend this meeting
Attention
Student Teachers Teaching
Spring Semester
Time tor required TB skin tests Available at
Student Health Services Cost. $6 00 Refer to
dales and times that correspond with the initial
ol your last name
A-ITuesday. September 24th 5-7 pm
J-R Wednesday. October 9th 5-7 pm
B-Z Tuesday, October 22nd S 7 pm
BGSU SKATING CLUB
ALL STUDENTS WELCOME
EVERY TUES. NIGHT
»:15-10:15P.M.
Interested in Psychology?
Come a get involved with PSI CHI1
First meeting is Tues . Oct 1. 9 pm. Rm 108
Psychology BWg Guest speaker (on criminal
justice), membership into $ friends at the fust
meeting
Progressive Student Organization
Every Wednesday at 7 00 pm
UCF Center. Corner ot Thurslin & Ridge
Everyone encouraged lo attend
CO-OP* COSBY
Thursday. September 26. 1991
6 00 9 00 pm at the Amani
COME ONE" COME ALL' New student and
Koinonia Relreal September 27-28th Sponsored by the Sludent Connection at St Thomas
More Plan on having a ton of lun' For more inf or nation call MichcBo at 352 5432
FIGEIGEIG
Enwonmental Interest Group
Wetlands speaker EnckFlickenger
7 30-9 24 1 15B A

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER

GOLDEN KEY GENERAL MEETING
Sept 29. 9 00pm BA102
invitations will be sorted
Hon Mem selections will be discussed
Attend and be-Part ol Ihe new Golden Key
1991 National Most improved Chapter Award
ADVERTISING CLUB MEETING
Wed Sept 25.7 30 pm
McFal Assembly Room
50/50 raffle' Elections'
Refreshments will be served
BGSU WOMEN'S CLUB RUGBY
Informational meeting Tues . Sept 24
8 00 pm in Room 100 EPPN
If you cannot attend, can me at
352-7758 or 353-2304

WANTED: Volunteer Tour Guides for
Preview Day, Oct. 5.
Come to our Information sessions on
either Tues.. Sept. 24 from 6-8 pm
or Weds., Sept. 25 tram 5-7pm In
the Assembly Room, McFall Center

SERVICES OFFERED
Are things growing in your tub. and are they
moving? Does your kitchen sttl smell fcke last
nights keg? Or are you lairty neat but don't
nave time to really clean? Let me help- I'l clean
your house or apt
Experienced A reasonable rales
Karne 354-2204. leave message

GLOBAL CONCERNS DAY
Thursday. Sept 26th

Female to share apl now til May Rent $165
CeJ 354-7298 evenings

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE MEN'S FLAG
FOOTBALL - OCT 2; WOMEN'S FLAG FOOTBALL • OCT 3; FRATERNITY ICE HOCKEY
BOCT 7 ENTRIES DUE BY 4 00 pm ON DUE
DATE IN 106 REC CENTER

HELP WANTED

INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED
ICE
HOCKEY - APPLY BY SEPTEMBER 27. FLAG
FOOTBALL • APPLY BY OCT 2 MANDATORY
CLINICS APPLY IN 108 SRC
LIKE TO THRIFT SHOP?
Save money on odds 4 ends 4 antiques
Visit Antique Emporium
Open Tues Sat . 12pm-4 30pm
3232 W SyivamaAve. Toledo
474-5145
LIVE TALK

1-900-773-3777
ADULTS ONLY
$2 SO'min 10 mm minimum
PEACE COALITION
Commited to non-violence
Tuesdays. 9 00pm
Shane Peck is an animal
STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA
Information on semester, year.
graduate, summer.
and internship programs m
Perth. Townsville.
Sydney, and Melbourne
Programs start at $3520
Call I 800 878 3696

Let us compose, edit, or s*nply type those (obs
you don't have time to do Complete word processing, composition and resume service Free
pick-up and delivery
The Editing Edge Phone lax 865-7652

Technical Writing Major
Jr orSr technical writing
Needed to help Sr VCT Major with small brochure Call Sieve at 353-2010

LSAT " GRE ' GMAT
Before you lake the test. caH Ihe expert Local
classes forming now
Kaplan Educational
Center CaHfor details 536 3701

TONIGHT!)
SENIOR PROGRAMMING BOARDI
SENIOR PROGRAMMING BOARDI
TONIGHT 9:15PM
M1LETI ALUMNI CENTER

PREGNANT?
We can help FREE pregnancy tests and supportive services Confidential BG Pregnancy
Center Call354-HQPE

REPOSSESSED 4 IRS FORECLOSED
HOMESavariable at below market value Fantastic savings! You repair Also S&L bailout properties Call (805) 882-7555 Ext H 3330

PERSONALS

BO NEEDS STRONG LEADERSHIP
Join Friends lor Jim Tinker
Cal 372-1861 or 354-4557
Putting the public back In office!

AXO'AXO' Nicole BeckwHh 'AXO'AXO
The Sisters of Alpha Chi Omega would like lo
congratulate Nicole on her academic achievement of a 4 0 last spring semester We are
proud of you"
AXO'AXO' Dean's List 'AXO'AXO
WANT TO KNOW THE SCOOP"?
Work for Ihe paper
that brings II to you
Volunteer reporters needed at
THE BG NEWS
Meetings 8 pm Sundays
210 West Hall
Or call Lynn 372-6966
YOUNGLIFE
If you are interested in a High School Christian
Ministry please contact Mike and Adam at
372-5053or Kristen and Fay at 372-5560

RAISE $500...$ 1000...$ 1500

FOOL

rcrr^

ATTENTION' READERS NEEDED' S35.0OO
VEAR INCOME POTENTIAL' READING
BOOKS AND T V
ACRIPTS
CALL
1-601-388-8242 EXT B2593 24 HRS
FAST FUNDRAISER $ 1000 in one week
Greeks, clubs and motivated individuals
(600)748-6617 Ext SO
FREE TRAVEL. CASH. AND EXCELLENT
BUSINESS EXPERIENCE" Openings available
lor individuals or sludent organizations to promole the country's most successful SPRING
BREAK tours Cal Inter-Campus Programs
1-600-327-6013
FREE TRAVEL Air couriers and Cruiseships
Students also needed Christmas. Spring, and
Summer lor Amusement Park employment Call
(805)882-7555Ext F 1858
Make $150 - 300.00 In 3 -10 hours by selling
50 tunny college T-shirts NO financial obligation Smaller or larger quantities available Call
toll free 1 800-728 2053
PAHT TIME WORK
FULL TIME PAY
Your own schedule selling hi-tech nurtltional
skin & hair products Cal 1 800 288-2604 to
leave name A number tor more information
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! Many positions
Great benefits Cal (805) 682 7655 Ext
P-3324
Travel Sales Representative
STS. the leader m collegiate travel needs motivated individuals and groups to promote Winter/Spring Break trips For information cal Student Travel Services. Ithaca. NY al
1-800 648 4849

FOR SALE
1 '3 ct oval diamond sohtaire engagement ring
Have papers Worn 4 months $750 Call
354 6581
1983 Mercury Lynx Automatic, air. FM
Stereo, great cond . runs A1 $1350 Call
372-3438. ask tor Dave
Apple compatible computer, color monitor. Dot
matrix printer Large assortment ot software
Neog Call Brian 3530222
For Sale Double lofts
354 5491

$60

Cal Carri at

Mac SE 1meg Ram 20 meg HD. Imagewnter
iiandaccos To make an offer call 354-5802
SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats. 4wheelers.
motorhomes. bv FBI. IRS. DEA Available m
your area now Cal 1805) 682 7556 Ext
C 2804

FOR RENT
WANTED

Homeless Awareness Protect
Meetmg in 115 B A Ettdg
Wednesday. Sept 25

ATTENTION' ALL STUDENTS REQUIRED TO
TAKE ELE ED METHODS COURSES (EDCI
350. 351 352. 353. 354. 355. 356) MUST
APPLY FOR METHOOS THE SEMESTER BEFORE ENROLLMENT' DEADLINE to apply lor
SPRING 1992 Ele Ed Methods Tuesday.
September 24. 5 00 pm Application lorms
available In 529 Educ

24, 1991

REGISTER TO VOTE
11 00-5 00 Union Foyer
9 00*5 00 Union Oval
9 00-5 00 Math Science Foyer

l female roommate from now til May Nice affordable apt . includes utilities Call Kris at
354-4602 alter :, p>■>
ASAP One non-smc4ong(emale needed to sublease 2 bedroom apt close to campus All utilities paid except electric Cai 354-7074
On* female roommate needed lo sublease
apartment No Sept rent needed1 Call Lon

ATTENTION MANAGEMENT MAJORS'
The Society lor Human Resource Management
informational meeting will be held Wednesday.
September 25 m Room 106 BA at 7 30 New
mombers welcome
Did you know? An abortion clime aborts unborn
children up lo 17 weeks alter conception At
which time a child can swim, turn somersaults.
and can use his or her hands to grasp with

3533606
Roommate Needed'
Now 'til May. E. Wooster house OWN ROOM
1SO.OOrmonth. NO UTILITIES! No Sept. rent
needed. Call Krlstle, Brian or Chris at
353-3606.
Wanted 1 roommate ASAP Apartment is close
to campus Rent is $155<mo & utilities Call
Jason at 353 0305
Wanted 1 or 2 people lo sublease apartment
close to campus Rent is S310
utilities or
$155 per person Call 353 0305 ASAP
WANTED Tutor tor ARTD 211 Graphic Design
and 2-D Foundations Need help learning the
basics i e shading A drawing things lo scale
Would like to meet twice a week lor 1 hr Call
Amy at 372-4732

2 BR apt with 2 baths Brand new bu4ding. use
my security deposit as 1st month's rent'
$387 month Call Laurel at 352-31 78 or Newlove Rentals at 352 5620
Apartments Available
" 2 bedroom unfurnished
' 1 bedroom unfurnished
* Furmshed Efficiency
Call John Newtove Real Estate
354-2260 or stop by
319 E Wooster
(across Irom Taco Bell)
For rent $225/mo Serious or Grad student
Quiet location
Non smoker
Call Tom

352-3329
House close to campus available now
366-6622

Cal

Male subieaser needed for Spnng semsester
1992 Call Pete at 352-71 75
Needed: 2 people to sublease Spring semester. Call Derrick or Eric Si 354-8474 for details.
Sublease Roomy 1 bedroom apartment near
campus to sublease immediately' Call alter
7 00pm 655-2977.

